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W
hen our eldest
daughter was 16
we talked her into
one last family
summer vacation.

It wasn’t easy. It would seem 
travelling in a mini-van with your
parents and two younger sisters is
not cool –– especially when your
mother believes singing helps to
pass the time.

We struck a bargain.
She could pick the
place and bring a
friend.  I would
not sing.  We went
to the city of
Moncton. 

At Magic Mountain Water Theme
Park the 16-year-olds hung out at

the Kamikaze and Bullet thrill
slides with the cool guys, the rest
of us were thrilled by the twister
slides and Wave Pool.  We stayed
several holes behind them on 
the minigolf course, but by the
time we got to the Magnetic Hill
Zoo, they had turned into kids
again.  Together we admired the
wolves, laughed at the lemurs and
were titillated by the tarantulas.
At Crystal Palace Amusement
Park we shared fits of giggles on
the roller coaster, but at the
Champlain Place Mall it was time
to go our separate ways.

We stayed at the Rodd Park House
Inn right on the Petitcodiac River
with its tidal bore.  There’s a pool
(a must for kids, even after a day at
Magic Mountain Water Theme
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As school breaks out for summer, there’s no need to worry about
activities for the youngsters – the city of Fredericton has enough
going on to keep the whole family amused!  New Brunswick’s capital
is a vibrant, bustling city that comes alive in the summer with 
heritage, culture and sheer old-fashioned fun! 

With a little planning you can discover events to 
entertain, educate and enrapture all ages. Focus on
some of the many festivals – such as the New Brunswick
Highland Games and Scottish Festival to experience
Scottish music, games, food and drink. 

In addition, you can enjoy many exciting ongoing 
summer events.  The kids can watch the Changing of 

the Guard ceremony, or don their tunics and “enlist” for a historical
experience discovering “A Day in a Soldier’s Life” (including every
mom’s favourite: drill instruction).  And if your little soldiers want more
history, experience life in a 19th-century village at Kings Landing
Historical Settlement where you’ll find numerous activities, including
daily theatrical performances. 

Check out The Beaverbrook Art Gallery, which houses an outstanding
international collection and a Canadian collection dating from the 
19th century.  One of the many programs offered at the gallery during
the week is Artwork: Summer Art Workshops for Children.  With 
the kids occupied, adults can find out what the fuss is about at 
the exhibition of “art in dispute” – a display of works that are the 
subject of legal disputes between The Beaverbrook Art Gallery and 
the Beaverbrook Foundations.  These works will be shown from 
July 1, 2005 through the summer, and offer an excellent opportunity to
view a large cross-section of one of the finest collections in Canada.

As night falls after a busy day, the fun doesn’t stop.  Outdoor summer
evening concerts are a relaxing way to end the day.  Or you can 
introduce the kids to Humphrey Bogart, Katharine Hepburn, Frank
Sinatra and many other Hollywood greats at the “Under the Stars”
Classic Film Series.  It’s free and starts just as soon as it gets dark.
Listen to master storytellers or – for the brave at heart – the
Calithumpians Fredericton Outdoor Summer Theatre group will take
you on a lantern-lit Haunted Hike to meet the ghosts of historic figures
from Fredericton’s past.  So make sure you plan to enjoy the history,
arts and entertainment that welcome the whole family to
Fredericton, all summer long.

Editor’s Note: A trip to the province’s capital is sure to please 

everyone!  Start your planning with the City of Fredericton Tourism

Division where you can find all the details on the Outdoor Concert

Program, “Under the Stars” Classic Film Series, Storyteller Series and

much more!  Tel.: 1 888 888-4768, Web site: www.fredericton.ca.
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Park), and it is downtown. The
girls went for a walk in the evening
(it stays light just about forever in
summer) and I didn’t worry about
them.

Before we left town we went to
Magnetic Hill where our van
coasted up hill.  It’s magic.  So is
Moncton.  So are those holiday
memories.  In the van together we
talked, laughed and sang.  Turns
out if you sing “You are My
Sunshine” and no boys hear you,
you’re still cool.

Editor’s Note: The city of Moncton

is surrounded by Top Attractions.

Visit www.TourismNewBrunswick.ca

and see why the city of Moncton is

the perfect place for a great family

getaway! 

Crystal Palace Amusement Park, city of Dieppe

RAINY DAY?  THERE’S STILL SO MUCH TO DO!

R
emember the thrill
of chasing butterflies
as a child?  How
would you like to be
in a garden with over

300 of them?  At Butterfly World
in Magnetic Hill in Moncton you
can see up to 30 different 
varieties of butterflies in a lush,
indoor garden.  In the wild, a 
butterfly has only a two per cent
survival rate, but at Butterfly
World their survival rate 
exceeds 90 per cent!  Take in the
enchanting atmosphere of blooms
and butterflies, but don’t touch; 
if a butterfly is handled, even 
gently, its lifespan will shorten
immensely. 

Have you ever seen a blue 
lobster?  You can at the Aquarium
and Marine Centre in Shippagan,
and you might even get to touch
it!  Much to the delight of 

children, handling some of the
species at the aquarium is
allowed at the touch tank.  The
Aquarium and Marine Centre not
only showcases over a hundred
species in aquariums large and
small, but it also has a museum
where you can learn all about the
history of the Acadian fishing
industry.  A great hands-on
exhibit is the wheelhouse from a
modern boat, complete with all
electronic devices used by fishers
to locate and catch fish.

In the city of Dieppe, an all-time
favourite for kids is Crystal
Palace Amusement Park, the
largest indoor amusement park in
the Maritimes!  There’s an indoor
roller coaster, the Waveswinger,
miniature golf and a host of 
other rides the whole family can
enjoy!  Parents can relax at a
nearby café and wander through
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a bookstore or head next
door to the largest single-
storey shopping centre in
Atlantic Canada! 

Why not make a splash 
at the Canada Games
Aquatic Centre in the city
of Saint John?  It’s the
largest aquatic facility in 
New Brunswick complete
with a competition pool,
two leisure pools, a tot’s
pool and two waterslides.  

When it comes to family
fun in New Brunswick,
there is just so much to do.
Whether making it a fun
day at a bowling alley or
just spending some time at
the show, no matter what
part of the province you are
in, family fun awaits...
indoors! 

Family Fun Indoors!

Historic Garrison District, city of Fredericton

Aquarium and Marine Centre, Shippagan


